Aerospace – Homework
Hope all is going well with everyone, and that you’re able to keep yourselves somewhat busy – maybe
reading some good books or making a 1000-piece puzzle, like my wife is attempting. The news is not too
encouraging at the moment, but stay optimistic and positive, we’ll get through this together!
I know we talked about doing another 3 research papers on topics in Aerospace. This of course would be
similar to the three short papers you turned in (or should have turned in) during the third quarter. If you
have access to a computer on line, then you could work on doing this. If you don’t have access to a
computer on line, or you just rather do something else then research, then perhaps creating an
Aerospace vehicle, a model replica, or perhaps your own design of some sort of Aerospace object could
substitute for a research paper or two, depending on how complicated it was. A possible Aerospace
vehicle you could build would be a Lunar or Mars space rover (from paper or cardboard is fine). Another
idea would be to build your own design of a space station, or a replica of the one that’s already there.
Since we’re already doing rockets, don’t make another rocket, but you could make a replica of the space
shuttle or maybe you could create your own space crawler or space robot!
Another idea that I could go with if done well, would be to draw something. This could also take the
place of a research paper. I would except a detailed drawing of perhaps a modern jet or even a jet
engine, or even a drawing of a space suit of some sort - you can design your own! A good drawing of a
science fiction scene regarding space, like the Mars’ settlement with domes and all would work! Maybe
you could somehow explaining some sort of engineering design you have for a new type of rocket or jet.
All creative ideas in regards to Aerospace would be fine!
Good luck, hopefully we’ll be back soon!
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